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RE: something to think about

Hi All,
Before I leave for my Sabbatical at NIQD, (the national
Institute for Quantum Dowsing) I would like to share several
ideas that have surfaced since our last meeting.

Regarding Martin.

I believe I am the only one on either the staff or the faculty
besides Bill, Rick and Charles that has actually been in
way in support of our basic freedoms, particularly religion and
speech. Asking a candidate about their views would be
inappropriate.

That said, we have, public source, to consider in
this case. And I clearly believe that Martin's views will become
very public and problematic for the university at some point in
the future.
As long as the chair, the dean, the provost and the president
are aware and prepared to weather the storm, then this issue at
my level is a non problem. Having seen how quickly issues divide
a campus during the late 60's and early 70's, I would strongly
suggest that possible scenarios be war-gamed and position papers
and press releases be drafted for the appropriate response at
each administrative level.

Other information that surfaced about Martin's previous
employment appears to be more directly related to our selection
process. One of the goals of any.good interview is to predict
future performance by looking at past actions. Martin's actions,
after being hired as a teacher and then doggedly buying out of
his primary duties (to the dissatisfaction of his peers) is a
strong indicator of his intentions here. I am adamant that any
candidate we hire (as a fellow staff member) must be focused
110% on the primary mission, establishing a working educational
observatory that is pre-eminent in this Research, no
matter how scholarly, that does not directly contribute to that
objective simply can not be considered. To continue Mike's use
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of me as an example, if I had arrived for my interview and
presented plans for continuing my research for the U.S. Army
Armor and Engineer Board on medium power lasers in the counter
optics role, bringing a sizable portion of a several million
dollar DOD grant would I have been hired as your Instructional
Laboratory Specialist. During our talks with Martin we must be
very candid about our expectations in this matter and see if he
is still interested in this staff position. If the department is
truly interested in his current research then perhaps we could
offer him a non-tenure track faculty position to lecture and do
his research.

Tim Knauer.

Addressing the comment about Tim's prickly nature. As his
supervisor, I am privy to information that I hope does not
violate Tim's right to privacy. The rough spots in Tim's past
usually coincided with his diabetes being a bit off track. Tim
is a Type I diabetic and insulin dependent. I am a Type II
diabetic and I can attest to adverse effect of adjusting
medication levels on one's demeanor. This information and our
discussion of it are just as sensitive as Martin's freedom of
speech and religious beliefs.

I look forward to choosing the candidate that is entirely
dedicated to serving department teaching mission and the greater
good of the community through outreach programs in observational
astronomy.

Respectfully

To infinity and Beyond!!!!!

Steve Ellis
Academic Coordinator
Dept. of Physics& Astronomy
Chemistry-Physics Building Rm 68 University of Kentucky
Lexington 40506-0055
(859) 257-5845
Cell: (859) 229-8174 or
(859) 312-8639 (e-Ranger Systems Inc )
Fax: (859) 323-2846
Home: (859) 223-6248
ellis@pa.uky.edu; (Primary)
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